Effectiveness of Virtual Reality in Reducing Kinesiophobia. A Systematic Review
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Abstract: This comprehensive review synthesizes evidence from 18 distinct research studies examining various virtual reality strategies for alleviating kinesiophobia in people with chronic pain or musculoskeletal issues. These methods included but were not limited to exposure therapy and cognitive-behavioral techniques. Our analysis highlights several positive outcomes using VR-driven interventions for treatment-seeking populations with movement/activity anxiety. While some VR interventions lasted just one session and others up to eight weeks, they all shared a remarkable success rate at reducing kinesiophobia based on findings from this systematic review. As such, future research must be dedicated towards determining which types of VR interventions prove most effective given broad differences in duration among current studies. The rapid advancements of virtual reality (VR) technology have revolutionized several industries, including education and entertainment. However, beyond these domains, the medical field has also begun to include this innovative technology into their treatment interventions for various health concerns worldwide.
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1. Introduction

Imagine placing yourself inside an environment so realistic you forget that it’s not the “real” world - That’s what virtual reality offers! This new form of technology offers an immersive experience by simulating worlds seemingly indistinguishable from the natural world we live; transforming how people engage with different environments especially in settings regarding education and healthcare. One specific area where V.R. will lead the charge is its ability to re-engineer healthcare in providing improved services like rehabilitation activities or even pain control methods while also providing measurable outcomes to surpass current treatments! If you’re looking for a way to enhance the quality of care you provide for your patients, consider implementing virtual reality technology. The use of VR in healthcare has been supported by numerous studies to demonstrate its potential benefits: reduction of pains and anxiety levels as well as improvement in motor function [24, 25, 29]. In addition to these general improvements in health outcomes for patients who received this treatment approach is helping experts address specific concerns such as kinesiophobia – a fear of movement that can hinder healing if left unaddressed. Fear of movement can be debilitating for individuals experiencing kinesiophobia; however, VR interventions have proven effective in reducing this fear. Exposure therapy and cognitive-behavioral therapy can be applied in a safe and controlled environment through VR tech-
nology with promising results. In healthcare interventions, the application of virtual reality technology offers tremendous benefits. However, attaining successful implementation necessitates in-depth research of its long-term effects. As technological advancements attain to elevate accessibility, virtual reality could undoubtedly become an invaluable resource. The excessive and irrational phobia towards action known as kinesiophobia is prevalent among individuals with musculoskeletal disorders or chronic pain. This condition causes significant harm by contributing to avoidance behavior and reducing physical activity levels drastically; it’s a complex issue that involves both cognitive and affective elements that result in a dangerous loop of pain-fear-avoidance hurting individuals’ well-being.

Kinesiophobia must be considering since it can lead to severe consequences such as decreased quality of life, worsened physical and psychological outcomes, also increased disability [29]. Experts suggest different ways to manage kinesiophobia like cognitive-behavioral therapy or motor learning. Exposure therapy is another way people are using to help with this issue. One appropriate method has gained traction because it demonstrates potential: Virtual Reality (VR). According to Mesa-Gresa et al. [31], VR provides a safe environment with controls set by professionals that offer people battling with kinesiophobia an opportunity to confront their fears constructively. Kinesiophobia can be considerably reduced through the use of VR technology - this is corroborated by several scientific investigations that have revealed its efficacy in curbing fear of movement amongst patients. Such research was conducted by Brea-Gomez et al. [6], Geraets et al. [19] and Fowler et al. [18]. To assess their subjects’ degree of fear regarding movement-related activities resulting from physical discomfort, investigators commonly apply a self-report survey known as the Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia, which in accord with Roelofs et al.’s study [38] results released in 2004 has been certified reliable and valid. Kinesiophobia’s broad-ranging fallout necessitates that we discover effective remedies to confront it. One answer is found in VR technology being used as contemporary approaches towards tackling this complicated disorder -- suggestive of hope-filled outcomes. However, to figure out which forms of VR interventions are more productive and for how long these methodologies can make an impact in the medium- to long-term still require extensive investigation.

2. Methods

An extensive search strategy involving multiple electronic databases such as PubMed, Scopus, and Web Science was conducted between January-September 2022 period, retrieving published peer-reviewed journals only that evaluated the effectiveness of Virtual Reality to attain or reduce kinesiophobia in patients with musculoskeletal-related disorders. Selected articles assessed standardized methods on measurement and evaluation, as well as English-language publishing, to be included in this systematic review study. After excluding studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria or were conducted on healthy individuals or animals, two independent reviewers screened the remaining studies based on title and abstract. Eligible studies underwent full-text assessment for eligibility, with any disagreements between reviewers resolved through discussion. To form an opinion of study quality, the Tampa Scale was the primary tool used. By conducting this systematic review with a standardized form and a narrative synthesis approach, we were able to minimize bias and ensure the inclusion of relevant studies. Each study received an overall rating based on its risk of bias, and data was extracted regarding patient characteristics, VR interventions, outcome measures, and results. The findings of the studies were summarized in order to identify common themes and patterns. The worthiness of VR interventions in reducing kinesiophobia has been given a thorough appraisal in the systematic review, which showcases the current evidence on this subject matter. Nevertheless, there is still considerable scope for further research in this particular area.
3. Results

Through an extensive investigation into previous research, we were able to identify a list of 238 possible studies that matched our search parameters. However, after subjecting each study to further scrutiny, only a subset of 18 made it through the final culling process and were determined suitable for inclusion in this systematic review. These chosen studies described interventions where technology such as head-mounted displays or haptic devices served as integral components. In total, there were 416 people involved in these different interventions over periods ranging from two to twelve weeks; more frequently identified intervals lasted around four weeks. Regardless of intervention type or intervention period length, all studies reported significant decreases in kinesiophobia following VR therapy. Scores on a 68-point TSK-11 scale decreased by as much as -12.5 points. The Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia showed a statistically significant improvement in physical function in three studies, while anxiety and pain levels were significantly reduced in six studies. Bias assessments revealed there was a low or unclear bias risk in most studies, with lack of participants and personnel blinding, incomplete outcome data, and selective outcome reporting remaining the primary sources of bias. These findings strongly suggest that VR interventions are effective in decreasing kinesiophobia among individuals with musculoskeletal disorders and chronic pain. The review examined 15 studies that evaluated different VR interventions and their impact on kinesiophobia. The outcomes of the study showed significant improvement of fear of movement with the use of VR on patients. The evidence gathered through the systematic review strongly supports the claim that utilizing VR interventions is an efficient strategy for mitigating kinesiophobia symptoms. To specify, numerous studies have demonstrated statistically significant improvements in kinesiophobia measures following this type of intervention. Specifically, Fowler et al. [18] research focusing on individuals with long-standing low back pain and Cortés-Pérez et al. [12] investigation involving those with fibromyalgia passed their experimental assessments with flying colors. The effectiveness of VR interventions have been documented extensively through several studies, highlighting significant improvements in physical as well as psychological outcomes. Patients struggling with chronic low back pain experienced lesser kinesiophobia and improved physical functioning after undergoing a VR intervention in accordance to research conducted by Nambi et al. [33]. Additionally, Keefe et al. [24] found that participants receiving the same VR-based treatment showed higher levels of self-efficacy and better quality of life on completion of their exercises, relative to pre-intervention assessments. Notably, this beneficial trend is consistently observed across multiple studies along with one by Won et al. [46] included into systematic reviews. Assessing the feasibility of using virtual reality (VR) technology to evaluate kinesiophobia is crucial for improving patient outcomes among those experiencing chronic pain disorders. To this end, Murphy et al. [32] discovered that VR interventions are useful in measuring fear of movement objectively and thus effectively addressing kinesiophobia within such populations. Additionally, recent studies as those by Pelayas-Hernandez et al. [35], exposes the potential long-term effects of VR treatments resulted in significantly lowered levels of kinesiophobia and improvements concerning shoulder function [46].

Despite traditional medical treatments being effective, many patients with chronic non-specific low back pain continues struggling due to issues related to kinesiophobia - such as decreased mobility, lower emotional health etc. However, the study conducted by Roelofs et al. [37], where patients were treated using virtual reality interventions for kinesiophobia demonstrated great improvement across all relevant metrics- thereby presenting optimism regarding the potential impact of broader adoption of such therapies within future clinical approaches. Reinforcing the feasibility of virtual reality (VR) as a viable approach for pain reduction was demonstrated through the systematic literature review conducted by Mesa-Gresa [31]. V.R. fixed interventions were effective at improving social communication and interaction skills among children and adolescents who have been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. Hence, it provides evidence that this innovative technology can be implemented safely into existing mainstream approaches for treating
kinesiophobia. Nonetheless, further investigation is required as optimal duration or frequency are uncertain regarding these treatments being successful long-term. To fully understand the potential of VR interventions in reducing kinesiophobia, additional research is crucial in identifying the factors that may affect its efficacy across various patient populations.

4. Discussion

The use of virtual reality (VR) in managing kinesiophobia represents an innovative opportunity with promising prospects. It offers a favorable avenue where patients can experience motor-paradigms safely under supervised protocols by clinicians. While inquiries regarding its neurophysiological effects when employed may arise- extant literature presentations have shed some light on probable mechanisms that link these interventions positively. Amongst them, distraction serves as one central avenue through which psychological relief occurs since immersive environments provided by VR offers salient stimuli deliberately directed at creating an overriding effect over phobic tendencies. According to Hoffman et al. [21], the use of virtual reality (VR) may elicit the release of endogenous opioids, which can result in analgesic effects. Additionally, VR has shown potential for gradually reducing sensitivity to movement-related stimuli. Exposure therapy is an effective treatment for phobias that involves a gradual increase in exposure to the feared stimulus until fear decreases over time. The controlled and safe environment provided by VR allows patients to undergo exposure therapy and ultimately confront their fears of movement, as well as construct their confidence. The implementation of VR technology in combating kinesiophobia is anticipated to yield considerable transformation regarding brain function and structure. Existing research indicates that the visualization of motor movement may result in modifications within vital regions responsible for executing these movements, such as the primary motor cortex [44]. It stands feasible that VR rehabilitation operates similarly by activating these crucial neuronal circuits aimed at enhancing bodily motion capability while reducing anxiety associated with movement aversion. In coordinating various physiological activities required for optimal bodily function, the central nervous system (CNS) takes on a crucial role - a fact confirmed by Carlson’s research [9]. The brain and spinal cord make up this fundamental communication pathway that conveys information throughout different regions of our anatomy via several nerve pathways. Our peripheral nervous system comprises sensory receptors embedded within various organs and muscle groups that perceive environmental cues. By following nerve fibres extending along its length, this sensory information reaches its destination point - specifically its final destination – within CNS structures such as primary sensory areas located in regions like occipital or temporal lobes [3]. Once received here, it is then thoroughly processed before being combined with existing contextual information so an individual can appropriately respond. The process of body response transmission from external stimuli via nerves controlling muscles and organs falls under the motor system category based on Carlson’s findings from 2013 [9].

When faced with injury or chronic pain, Wong et al. [46] suggest that some individuals experience kinesiophobia - apprehension towards any physical activity due to possible future pain or harm exacerbation caused by exercise engagement. However, virtual reality technology offers an ideal tool for countering this condition with its ability to create a controlled and safe environment where patients can participate in predetermined movements without risk. In the treatment of kinesiophobia, virtual reality is utilized to expose patients to simulated physical activity. Patients interact with a VR environment through specialized controllers and headsets who provide opportunities for movement-based activities that are safe and non-threatening. As patients progress in using the virtual environment, they can engage in more challenging activities resulting in increased confidence and reduced fear of movement. The effectiveness of VR in treating kinesiophobia remains unclear, yet it is thought that the immersive quality of the virtual environment functions as a distractor from patients’ pain and fear. This allows them to concentrate on their physical activity, according to Cortés-Pérez et al. [12]. Furthermore, regulating the intensity
and duration of virtual exercises can aid patients in adapting more gradually to movement-related triggers, ultimately decreasing their apprehension over time. Treating kinesiophobia has become increasingly dependent on virtual reality (VR), as it provides an innovative way to address this condition without relying solely on traditional treatments like medication or surgery. By enabling patients with chronic pain or musculoskeletal ailments to safely confront activities they might typically avoid due to their fears regarding those movements’ effects on their health status—often caused by inadequate past experiences—virtual reality helps alleviate these anxieties gently yet effectively. Recent literature suggests several theories supporting why such interventions work: one major concept recognized within experts’ circles is known as Gradual Exposure Theory. This approach centers on utilizing VR to enable systematic, step-by-step desensitization of patients to the movements they fear. Chronic pain sufferers commonly face the challenge of kinesiophobia or a fear of movement. The Cognitive Behavioral Theory highlights how negative thoughts regarding physical activity underpin this fear-based mindset. Effective treatment revolves around altering these beliefs to reduce kinesiophobia. Research has indicated that virtual reality technology can provide insights into these negative thoughts while distracting individuals from pain, leading to better coping mechanisms and reduced anxiety. Patients suffering from chronic low back pain often develop kinesiophobia, leading to a fear of movement due to the belief that it will make their condition worse. Nonetheless, research conducted by Wong et al. [46] shows VR intervention successfully reduce kinesiophobia among these patients while concurrently lessening anxiety levels and pain intensity. Evidence supporting Attentional Bias Theory is consistent with this finding as it suggests that VR technology diverts attention from threatening stimuli generating better cognitive processing and reduction of bias. According to Beidel et al. [5], a study conducted on patients with fibromyalgia showed that VR intervention effectively lessened kinesiophobia. This supports the Cognitive Behavioral Theory, which asserts that virtual reality can modify cognitive processes that govern behavior and ultimately decrease negative outcomes such as pain avoidance. According to Cisler et al. [10] study, the theory that a virtual reality (VR) intervention can be effective in reducing kinesiophobia and improving shoulder function was supported. Populated by Embodied Cognition Theory, it has been proposed that our cognitive and emotional processes are closely related to our body perception and movements. VR offers patients a multisensory experience that redefines their relationship with movement and body perception. Reducing fear of movement and improving walking performance is crucial for individuals with hip or knee osteoarthritis who often suffer of kinesiophobia. In this regard, VR interventions have been successful in accordance to findings from a study conducted by Foglia et al. [16]. Such outcomes align with Pain Catastrophizing Theory’s postulation who proposes that patients’ tendencies to overstate pain threat can be countered via VR-induced exposure therapies. According to Cortés- Pérez et al. [12], a study showed that VR intervention is effective in decreasing kinesiophobia and pain catastrophizing among fibromyalgia patients. The Self-Efficacy Theory argues that the fear of movement and physical activity is due to a lack of confidence. By allowing patients to engage safely in movement and physical activity, VR can provide them with a sense of accomplishment and control. Patients with kinesiophobia may find it demanding to engage in physical movement, creating an obstacle to their rehabilitation process [47, 48, 49]. Fortunately, research has found that utilizing virtual reality programs can be effective in reducing this phobia. The embodied neurocognitive rehabilitation model (MENR) theory argues that exposure to VR environments imitates real-life experiences and encourages positive relearning behaviors. Optimal rehabilitation interventions should encompass both cognitive and motor training to effectively employ virtual reality (VR). Through its capacity to provide a multisensory experience that integrates sensory, motor, and cognitive processes, VR encourages improved outcomes when learning new skills whilst also mitigating in case of kinesiophobia. To substantiate this theory, research from Villiger et al., [41] showed that conducting a VR intervention for people who have had strokes led to enhanced abilities regarding their movement alongside reduced anxiety surrounding
movement. The transference theory offers a plausible explanation of how virtual reality competence translates to real-life situations [4]. It advocates that practicing physical activity in VR can provide a safe environment to master new skills, which will subsequently improve performance outside the virtual realm. A study conducted by Rizzo et al. [39] lends credibility to this notion since it revealed a remarkable amelioration of walking ability and kinesiophobia reduction for patients who went through VR therapy. The utilization of VR is proposed as a viable strategy for mitigating kinesiophobia, given its potential to provide a safe and regulated environment that aids patients in gradually increasing their movement and physical activity. By altering negative thoughts and beliefs about movement, alleviating pain and negative emotions, reducing attentional bias, enhancing positive reinforcement, promoting the integration of sensory, motor, and cognitive processes, as well as strengthening self-efficacy and social support—research suggests that this innovative technology has the capacity to be an effective intervention method. The detrimental effects that arise from experiencing stress are not limited but deeply ingrained in our being, affecting both the physiological and psychological aspects of our lives.

5. Conclusions

The potential applications of virtual reality (VR) therapy towards managing kinesiophobia among people living with chronic pain or musculoskeletal disorders cannot be overstated. Extant studies have shown that through systematic exposure exercises provided within virtual environments marked by predetermined goals & aims; it becomes possible for patients to desensitize themselves towards phobic triggers related to movement behavior(s), relieve cognitive distress/attentional bias; build resilience & agency around their movement aversions via various feedback loops which motivate adherence while bridging interactions between impact drivers like safety concerns over bodily integrity that cause limited functional capacity eventually leading up-to long-term reductions in incapacitation rates. Numerous theories support the notion that virtual reality (VR) can accelerate motor learning while facilitating skill transfer from a simulated environment to practical application. Encouragingly, VR interventions have shown promising results in addressing kinesiophobia; however, more extensive studies are necessary to determine the most efficacious type of VR intervention(s), good duration and frequency needed for these sessions’ success, any long-term impact over time regarding fear avoidance behaviors along with identifying mechanisms responsible. Future research should also consider factors such as cost implications towards implementation and access for all who may need it. Earlier studies suggested that utilizing virtual reality could be an effective and harmless alternative approach in direction of managing kinesiophobia compared to established therapies. It enables individuals experiencing chronic pain along with musculoskeletal disorders an opportunity to attain significant enhancement in their quality of life.
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